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I’d like to take this opportunity to wish you all the very best for a healthy, happy
and of course very successful 2017.  It’s also the time of year where, if you’re a
parent, you are likely to start considering schools for your child.  In this issue we’ve
explored some of the many things to think about.  Our handy guide to choosing the
right school is designed to help point you in the right direction, and a very special
thanks goes out to our member schools who have kindly contributed some of their
best advice.  
Of course we feel that Belgium is one of the top destinations for both expat and
employer, but what is it that has attracted so many biotech firms to our shores?  
Mark Vaeck, CEO at Complix, was there from the very beginning and experienced
firsthand how our small country developed from having its first biotechnology company to becoming one of the world’s most important locations for the industry.  
Universities play an important role in the development of industry and innovation.
So too has Leuven University played a part in putting the city on the map for international investment and talent.  Attracting the talent is one thing, ensuring they are
able to integrate not just at work, but also within the community at large is another
thing altogether.  It’s with this in mind that alderman Mohamed  Ridouani set out to
discover what it is that the region could do to help guarantee long term sustainable
development.  Behold the birth of Belgium’s first International House.  

cover image: istockphoto.com
editorial: Fiona Klomp
Lise Lotte ten Voorde
ElizaMaree Power

Subscribe to ReLocate, the quarterly
publication by vzw ABRA absl, online via:
www.abra-relocation.com
For print and online advertising
opportunities and rates please contact:
relocate@abra-relocation.com
For further details on becoming a
member of ABRA, please contact:
admin@abra-relocation.com

In this issue education takes a key role: from choosing your child’s school to the
influence of universities on our corporate and social landscape, Belgium has a lot
to offer indeed.
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Leuven MindGate
laying the foundations for Belgium’s first International House

by Lise Lotte ten Voorde

Research + White Paper
Everything starts with people. With the aforementioned survey Leuven MindGate wanted to “investigate what makes
Leuven an attractive place to live and work and where there’s
room for improvement. A special taskforce was created to
come up with practical recommendations and to specify the
right actions required to establish this high-level living and
working climate within the region”. The results are bundled
in a white paper titled ‘Towards An Outstanding Working
and Living Environment: needs and practices for supporting
international knowledge workers’.
To start with a general conclusion: success boils down to integration. Not surprisingly these are the paper’s three main
focus points: integration of the worker in his or her job, the
family or partner into the new environment, and both of
them into the Leuven community. In spite of the abundance
of help on a wide variety of subjects that is offered by relocators and other specialists, several gaps in the supply of
information for newcomers kept surfacing. It is here that the
city has decided to step up and take responsibility.
Mohamed Ridouani, alderman for SP.A in Leuven
“Everything begins and ends with integration. If you or your partner
don’t feel like you are part of the community, then it is likely your stay
in Leuven will be a short one.”

Let’s make an equation containing three elements: city +
international companies + (international) talent. The desired outcome: an attractive environment, wealth, social
cohesion. Or, in other words, an attractive brand. You, dear
reader, will surely be aware that a happy worker is a happy company is a happy city is a happy resident is a happy
worker…. ReLocate has recently focused on a number of
things that can contribute to a companies’ wellbeing - and
their employees - today we’d like to focus on what cities
can do. A survey amongst 1.264 international workers tells
us: a lot.
Thanks to Leuven University, Europe’s eldest, the city has
long been an international hub for students, researchers
and companies. Their presence has done the region good,
but it doesn’t mean the people who want more for Leuven
can sit back and rest on their laurels. That’s why, in 2016,
Mohamed Ridouani (alderman for SP.A) initiated Leuven
MindGate, a network of local institutions, government bodies and industry sectors joining forces to guarantee longterm sustainable development, innovation and welfare in
the region. How? By creating optimal circumstances for
businesses (e.g. attractive tax conditions), research & development, studying and living.

A selection of conclusions from the report:
• The knowledge workers were least happy with the help offered in the search for a daytime activity (e.g. a job) for the
partner, a school or day-care for the children and cultural
integration;
• The partner’s wellbeing often seems to be the determining factor for a longer or even permanent stay in the Leuven
region. Fewer than half (42%) of international staff currently
feel part of the local community, 45% of partners who want
to work in Belgium experience difficulties;
• The City of Leuven plays a vital role in the integration of
international knowledge workers, but their initiatives are
scattered and not all accessible;
• [Most] people want the City of Leuven to inform them
about administration and registration, activities and healthcare;
• The gap-analysis between the importance rated and the
quality of the support shows that in the future the greatest improvement (high importance combined with current
low quality) can be made with actions targeting partner job
search, housing, relocation, schools and childcare and tax
matters;
• 54% of respondents indicate that more information from
the City of Leuven about cultural and social activities would
be useful.”

Leuven, hidden pearl (policy)
Alderman Mohamed Ridouani makes it his personal matter
to address these issues. From an interesting but rather unuRELOCATE
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sual portfolio containing (amongst others) economy, education and real estate, he works on the internationalisation of
Leuven. Again integration is key here. “I try to make it one of
my assets, because a city with a high quality of living –liveable, tolerant, bustling - is an attractive city. I visited Shanghai
during the course of our research for MindGate, and found
they’re experiencing trouble attracting knowledge workers
partly because of the smog.”
Like many innovations, Leuven MindGate and the dream of
an International House originate in frustration. Ridouani:
“Leuven has and offers a great deal of opportunities. Everyone knows it as university town, but it’s much less known
that we’re also leading in research. Because of that we’re
only reaching part of the international talent that might be
interested in working here, which means less companies,
and less European research funds.”
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Ridouani wants the world to see Leuven for what it is: a
pearl. In order to do this Leuven MindGate has set two main
goals. One: putting the city on the map for health, hi-tech
and creativity (Did you know Teno-fovir, one of the most
frequently used medications to treat AIDS was developed
there?). Two: Combining forces for a larger (social) coherence. “There’s research going on at IMEC (world renowned
nano-electronics research centre), there’s research going on
at the university hospital, combine those two and you get
biotech. This in turn opens up a world of possibilities for
start-ups, investments and so forth,” Ridouani enthusiastically explains.
“The university is good for six hundred years of scientific
development and gaining knowledge,” Riduani continues,
“twenty years of transforming that into products and solutions lead to companies like IMEC that brought wealth to our
region. And I don’t just mean financially, with 156 nationalities in one city we can speak of cultural wealth as well.
The next step is to make sure we attract and foster activity
and business for more prosperity, more jobs, an even higher
quality of life. We can only make that happen if people stay.”

Laying the Foundations
When asked about remarkable conclusions that came out
of the Leuven MindGate research, Ridouani says: “I was surprised to learn that such a large percentage of respondents
like to live here, but they don’t feel integrated. I think 80%
of the respondents said they don’t know who their neighbours are. In fact a very important reason for people to leave
Leuven is their partners’ lack of activities and integration. I
was also surprised that the city’s offerings like cultural activities, schooling, child day care, etcetera are hardly known. It
JANUARY 2017

Even though the idea of one location where everything the
expat needs is concentrated under one roof was a product
of his own imagination, Ridouani is humble enough to admit
that he might not be the only one to have had this thought.
Research took him to Denmark, to the International House
in Copenhagen. The house accommodates public authorities, public services, private services and the University
International Staff Mobility team. It offers support before,
during and after relocation and integration. “We also visited
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supports my conviction that social cohesion starts on a very
local level.”   That’s where the International House comes
in. Besides investing in affordable workspace and housing,
issues like schools for accompanying children are a necessary means to remove the barrier to come to Leuven. In Ridouani’s words: “integration into the local society is a top
priority”.
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the International House in Eindhoven. Each has it’s own specialties, but the basic offer is the same: an overview of online
resources and forms to prepare the expat’s stay and help in
his or her search for accommodation. Once they arrive they
will be guided through their emigration process. The International House will be a home base where expats can find
all possible information they need to integrate as quickly as
possible: information on schools, (cultural) activities, volunteering, job markets. Besides practical and administrative
help, we are planning to organise events and a festive International Day. What I think will be unique in the Leuven
International House is the integration of the International
Primary School that is currently situated in Heverlee.”
“We already have 17.000 international workers in Leuven.
I want them to feel at home, to break the barrier between
them and the Flemish community, something the people
from Leuven would like as well.” Ridouani sounds inspired.
“The International House should become the central place
for all affairs international, but I hope it will also become
a symbol or flagship for Leuven’s international aura and
ambition.” By no means is Ridouani planning to replace the
service providers that are currently operating in Leuven: instead he’d like to join forces.
As far as integration goes Ridouani is thinking big. “Think
of all the local applications that research could lead to: city
planning, mobility, safety, air quality…”
It looks like 2017 is the year in which many a relocator, expat and employer’s dream finally comes true: Belgium’s first
International House is well on its way to becoming a reality.
We highly recommend reading the report. Find it here:
www.leuvenmindgate.be/en/news-press/hr-event

Coming to work
in a country
with 3 languages
is your choice

We will do our utmost to guide you financially.
Moving to Belgium? ING offers all the banking
and insurance services you need in your own
language, even before you arrive.
Call us on +32 2 464 66 64 or surf to ing.be/expat

Banking, financial and/or insurance offer subject to acceptance by ING Belgium (or, where appropriate, the relevant insurance company) and to mutual agreement. Terms and conditions
(regulations, rates, key information documents for investors or savers and other supplementary information) available from any ING branch or on www.ing.be. ING Belgium SA/nv – Bank –
avenue Marnix 24 – B-1000 Brussels – Brussels RPM/RPR – VAT: BE 0403.200.393 – BIC: BBRUBEBB – IBAN: BE45 3109 1560 2789. Insurance broker registered with the FSMA under the number
12381A. Publisher: Inge Ampe – Cours Saint-Michel 60 – B-1040 Brussels
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Choosing the Right School
readying yourself and your family for relocation

An essential part of starting a new life in a new city, a new
country, or the beginning of a new phase in education is
ensuring that the school you choose for your children is a
good fit. In the course of an expat’s school life, they may
attend a number of different schools, so ensuring a smooth
transition is fundamental to the happiness of your precious
sons and daughters and their future academic plans.
Expats and internationals must rely on reputation, information and intuition when making the big choice. Instead
of a list of top tips, let’s look at some important questions
you can pose when contemplating a new school for your
child(ren).

“There are various reasons as to why parents
choose a particular type of school as opposed to
others, however the baseline is that parents want
to pursue what is best for their children and for
their future.”
David Gerone - École International Montgomery

What accreditations does the school have?
Some schools are accredited by the Council of International
Schools, some by the European Union, others are accredited
by the Council of British International Schools. Whichever
accreditation you rely on, these bodies have been set up to
ensure the schools adhere to solid educational policies.

JANUARY 2017

by ElizaMaree Power

“Look for a school accredited by the Council of International Schools, safe in the knowledge that it
will have undergone rigorous assessment by this
independent body.”
Lindsay Purewal - DYP International School

Where is the school located?
Sometimes we have the opportunity to choose the school
first, then set up sticks based on that. The school run can
be a thing of joy or a daily disaster depending on journey
times, traffic, whether the school operates a bus service or
is equipped for before or after school care. Take the time to
research public transport links, travel time and the specifics of the bus services a school offers and incorporate those
into your decision making process.

“Moving to a big city where spaces are limited
and classes are overcrowded? Look for alternatives in the countryside: studying in a healthy environment might be more easily accessible than
you think.”
Erica Di Maccio - European School MOL

How much will it cost?
For those parents who are paying the school fees out of
their own purse, there are a few points to consider:
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• What is included in the actual school fees?
• What application fees need to be paid?
• Are there annual administrative fees?
• What extracurricular activities are included in the school
fees?
• If there are optional school trips, what are the costs of
those?
• If the school has a cafeteria, how much does the food cost?
How does the school prepare my child for possible future
transitions?
Yes, you have just moved, or are preparing to move and
aren’t keen on the prospect of calling the movers again
anytime soon, however this point is key for those families
that move about quite a bit. This question refers to future
schools they will attend on your next assignment, commission or project, or the next phase of their school lives, be it
secondary or tertiary. These times of transition can be hard
on children, and schools offering inclusion support can make
a difference to how quickly your child adapts to their present school, and any schools, colleges or universities they
may attend in the future. Some schools take a great interest in helping children cope with change. Ensure you cover
this with the admissions team when sizing up a school, they
are there to help answer your queries and address your concerns.
What curriculum does the school follow? And to what extent?
Schools differ greatly in the curricula that they offer. Some
are broad-based and are adaptable to a number of educational possibilities in other countries. Others offer a curriculum set by a specific country that enables your child to continue their education or transition back to their home land
more easily. Others yet again follow a curriculum set out by
a country however they do not follow it to the letter. This is
more particularly a consideration for parents of secondary
school children, each year the children progress the more
important it becomes to be aware of the subjects on offer
and the public examinations that the school can prepare the
students for.

“The curriculum will be key as is the choice of
subjects for example. Does the school offer A
Level, IB, vocational BTEC courses or a mix of all
three?”
Kim Burgess - British School of Brussels

What are the class sizes?
This one can be a deal breaker, depending on the personality of your child. Large class sizes are great for children who
excel in situations where the learning environment is lively,
fast paced, independent and utilise group-work due to less
one-on-one time from teachers. Other students prefer a
quieter, more structured and more supportive classroom
experience. This is often a more productive environment for
those students attending a new school in a new language.
Large and small class sizes have both advantages and disadvantages, knowing what best suits your child’s approach
to learning goes a long way in helping to decide on the right

school, and nurturing their learning styles.
What assistance can the school provide in cases of special
educational needs?
Parents of a child with special educational needs require extra support. Some schools have a comprehensive approach
to ensuring your child progresses and enjoys their time at
school. A few more questions for these parents could be:
• does the school have a special learning programme tailored to suit my child’s needs?
• will my child receive extra help from a teacher or teacher’s
assistant?
• will there be possibilities to work in smaller groups?
• how much feedback can I expect from the school?
• and for those children with special physical needs, is there
support with physical or personal care difficulties, e.g. eating, getting around school safely or using the toilet?
What if my child does not speak English yet, or doesn’t
speak it well?
Especially in cases where you are moving your child from a
non-English speaking school to an English speaking school,
bilingual school or immersion school, the support that the
school offers for English as an Additional Language (EAL),
reading, spelling or writing support can be crucial to your
child’s English language development. Schools promoting
EAL extracurricular activities, learning support groups and
specialised teaching expertise are open to fielding questions
you have on this topic. Don’t be afraid to ask the specifics
of what they offer and ensure you are aware how they not
only can assist but also motivate and encourage your little
learner.
What’s the difference between bilingual and immersion
schools?
Most especially in a country like Belgium, where there are
three official languages, the options available for bilingual
learning and immersion learning are broad and it can be difficult to differentiate. Here’s a quick breakdown:
• Bilingual learning: a school offers academic content in
two languages. The split between the time spent in each
language can vary from school to school. 30%-70% or 50%50%. The schools offering bilingual programmes will expect
that your child is a native speaker of one of the languages
offered and can speak the second language fluently.
• Immersion learning: these programs are designed to help
native and non-native speakers become bilingual and biliterate. There are many support structures in place to help your
child learn the second target language and develop their
skills across all subjects.
Is there a parent support association or network?
Moving to a new city or country is a big step for the whole
family. Some schools have vast communities and networks
where parents can share information and give each other
support. They can offer support via weekly catch-ups,
through social media, or operating a buddy system. These
big changes can often be quite daunting for spouses, who
can only benefit from making a new network of friends.
These school communities help families feel more quickly at
ease in their new surroundings and enable parents to be a

RELOCATE
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more stable source of support for their children.
What extracurricular activities are on offer?
Again, these vary greatly from school to school. These activities offer opportunities for your child to broaden their social
networks, gain experience in sports, the arts and languages
and generally enrich their international schooling experience.
Questions answered, what next?
Once you have collated the answers to these questions, the
next step is to arrange a visit to the school to get a feel for
the teaching styles, compare the proximity of the school to
where you live, and generally soak up the atmosphere.
There are massive differences between schools regarding
school visits. Some schools require a non-refundable payment of the administration fees before you can even set foot
on the grounds - others may invite you to check out classes
in action and even eat lunch in the cafeteria. Ensure you are
clear about school visits and how these are carried out.
Some schools offer the option of “transition days” or “stepin days” where your child can experience what it will be like
at their new school before the new academic year or term
begins. This can be a great advantage to nervous students
and take the edge off the sometimes overwhelming feeling
on the first day.

“Meet the head teacher! You can tell a lot about
a school from a quick chat with the head. After
all, you are going to be leaving your precious children in their care every day. Ask them what they
believe in, what they value and what their vision
is for the school and then sit back and listen for
10 minutes.”
Brett Neilson - St Paul’s British Primary School

It’s also a great idea to take the time to speak to families
already enrolled at the school. The school should be able
to put you in contact with the established community networks. Families are usually open to discussing their views on
the school and how their children respond to the teaching
style and curriculum.
Choosing the right school is never an easy task, but we hope
the above guide will help set you off on the right foot with
this important decision.
A special thank you goes out to all our member schools who
contributed to this article. You can find a full list of our members (and member schools) by visiting us online:
www.abra-relocation.com/member-by-business/

98% of families who
visit BSB choose
our school
“ The sporting facilities at BSB are unrivalled.
Euan has received some excellent support in his
cross-country and athletics training enabling him
to compete in numerous school competitions,
winning 13 medals, setting ISST records and
becoming BSB’s most successful male
athlete ever!”

Mr Ian Campbell from Scotland,

NOVEMBER 2016
who chose BSB for his son Euan (Year 13)

Your
favourite
school
To find out why, visit
www.britishschool.be/whyBSB

Temporary
housing made easy

BBF, NUMER ONE
IN AFFORDABLE
AND COMFORTABLE
SERVICED
APARTMENTS.

SERVICED APARTMENTS

Book your apartment at

www.bbf.be

BBF Serviced Apartments has been providing serviced and residential apartments since 1992.
With more than 1600 flats in different top locations in Brussels and Budapest, we are able to offer flexible and
affordable mid to long term rental packages for expats and business travelers. Our multilingual team is always
dedicated to find the ideal solution for your stay and will assist you during your booking until the end of the
lease. Recently BBF was accredited with the ASAP Quality Label which certifies compliance with the,
guidelines in the serviced apartment industry.
Combined with our expertise and affordable rates this is your guarantee for a hassle free and excellent stay.
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Belgium: Big in BioTech
our very own Silicon Valley, for biotechnology		

by Lise Lotte ten Voorde

Just as the US has Silicon Valley, Flanders has Biotech Valley. Or rather ís, because the activities of the Life Sciences
and pharmaceutical industry are so dense you need a magnifier to discover every spin-off and start-up. Flanders is Big
in Life Sciences, of global stature as a matter of fact, and
that, as you might imagine, generates an inflow of knowledge workers, also known as expats.
How come Belgium’s such a big player? And what does this
silent giant of an industry actually entail? Life Sciences are
those fields of study that deal with living organisms and
their life processes. You may think in the direction of biology, healthcare and medicine, nutrition, microbiotics, ecology and the various interconnections between those fields.
Especially Research & Development, and more precisely the
expertise in the area of clinical studies, puts Belgium at the
European summit of biotech, the cross-pollination between
biology and technology. Twenty-nine out of thirty top pharmaceutical companies that operate in this field (including of
course Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson and Bayer) have offices in
Belgium.
Let’s start with some facts and figures. The Belgian biotech
industry:
• Is the number one R&D employer in Belgium;
• Was the 2nd largest biopharma exporter in Europe in 2013;
• Creates three indirect jobs for every biopharma job in Belgium;
• Has high global rankings in actual production and patents.
As for the other question, why Belgium, there are a number
of factors to account for. Call it a tripod made up of political, economical and scientific factors. Of course this industry
didn’t drop onto Belgian soil out of thin air. It all started in
the early 80’s. Mark Vaeck, currently CEO of Complix, was
“lucky enough” to witness it. “In 1980 Amgen, one of the
pioneering biotech companies, was founded in the US,” recalls Vaeck. “In 1983 I started out with Belgium’s first biotech
company, which was founded only a year earlier. Only two
years later a second company was raised and from there it
was a speedy development on account of very important
molecular biology research done at the university of Ghent
and the spin-offs this created. Two laboratories in particular were important to that development, that of professor
Van Montagu, scientific founder of Plant Genetic Systems,
and the virology laboratory of professor Fiers that formed
the basis for Innogenetics. A lot of the people who now hold
top-jobs in biotech in Belgium started out in one of those two
companies. So you could say Belgium is a cradle of biotech.”
The whole region of Flanders, with clusters around Ghent,
Leuven, Brussels and Hasselt and Antwerp, compares very
favourably to the rest of Europe. “It has an innovation culture similar to Silicon Valley. It’s multi-cultural and multi-lin-
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Mark Vaeck, CEO at Complix
“The density and sheer number of businesses here is hallucinatory if
you compare it to the States.”

gual - research shows that people from such a background
are better innovators,” says Bernard Munos, founder of
InnoThink (innovation in pharmaceutical industry, ed.).
What’s more, the proximity and cooperation between different companies and researchers make Flanders attractive
to small companies and small(er) companies can innovate
more easily.
But that still isn’t all. Let’s not rule out the importance of a
government with a nose for opportunities in growing business and welfare. Minister De Croo (Open Vld, Vice-President, involved with the World Economic Forum) summarises
the reasons why he believes Belgium holds a 16% market
share in Europe:
• Top-notch academic research facilities;
• Fiscal system geared towards innovation;
• Tax reduction on labour costs for researching;
• Big amount of foreign investors.
Mark Vaeck explains why he and Complix chose to set-up
and stay in Belgium. “I have experience in The Netherlands,
the US and Belgium. Since I was born and raised here, it’s the
most evident territory for me. The technology of Alphabodies
was developed within Algonomics, also a Belgian company,
in which I was a Board member until we decided to establish
a new corporation especially to develop the Alphabodies for
therapeutic applications. So my network is here. It’s hard to
predict the future, but the next logical step might be to start
a subsidiary in the US, as stepping stone towards a listing on
the Nasdaq stock market. Other than that, I don’t see any
reason to go anywhere else but Belgium, especially the UK,”
Vaeck chuckles.
“The surface of Flanders is comparable to that of a large
city in the US. If you consider that, the amount of businesses here is hallucinatory,” Vaeck continues. “This density is
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good. There’s a network of related service companies, good
staff, short distance to the universities and we are centrally
located in Europe with connections to all the large European
cities. Fiscal and practical governmental support also adds
to the attractiveness of the region. Subsidies and a reduced
income tax for expats compensate for the high taxes and labour costs.”

Science Parks
The activity is mainly concentrated around the universities
and the affiliated science parks, the largest being those of
Ghent, Leuven and Brussels, which are in a sense a combination of the previously mentioned factors: location, knowledge and financial benefits which attract investors and thus
create more jobs. No wonder they call them incubators
(from the dictionary: ‘a place, esp. with support staff and
equipment, made available at low rent to new small businesses’).
Mark Vaeck acknowledges the benefits of a science park.
“We cooperate with several of the universities on a regular
basis, but also with VIB, an umbrella research group. Being
near such locations makes communication easier. Because
of the short physical distance and close cooperation, our
branch in Hasselt for example provides us access to the animalium for animal testing. Complix also has a small subsidiary in Luxembourg. The offices are situated at the LIH (Luxembourg Institute of Health), which grants us access to their
infrastructure, including machinery that’s too expensive for
a small company like ours to buy.”

GMFC
Facility Management

Whether you’re just arriving in Belgium or are leaving for
pastures new, you want to make sure your home is in the
best possible shape.
From our end of tenancy cleaning service to specialist
technical services, GMFC provides bespoke solutions
that fit the unique needs of your home and family.
Our Expat Support Services include:
• End of tenancy cleaning
• Handyman work
• Painting services
• Gardening
• Pest control
• Technical maintenance
• Marble crystallization
• Carpet shampooing
• Window cleaning
GMFC is a leading consulting and services company
which delivers and provides tailor made facility management services in Brussels and all over Belgium.
Contact us today to find out what we can do for you.
GMFC Facility Management
Avenue Rogier, 270, 1030 Bruxelles
+32 (0)2 305.83.88
info@gmfc.be • www.gmfc.be

Expats and a Global Mobility Policy
When asked about a global mobility policy, Mark Vaeck can’t
help but laugh. “We’re only twenty five people, what do you
think? No, we try to stay lean and mean, with little administration. At this moment we have one foreigner working for
us, the Chief Scientific Officer, who is an Irish lady. It’s an
important subject though. To be competitive you have to
be able to attract the right people, and you won’t find all
of them within one small country. Luckily we’re attractive
right now, also because of our alliance with Merck & Co (a
US pharma giant, LLtV) which means a real boost for the
company’s profile. When we start growing in the future we’ll
be able to attract more international people. I always refer
to Ablynx (another biotech company that Mark Vaeck also
co-founded and led as CEO for the first 5 years, LLtV), we
started out small there, and now it has a 300-people staff,
which counts, especially within the management, several
foreigners.”
“Belgium is an attractive place for biotech companies,”
Vaeck concludes. “The advantages on income tax for expats
makes it agreeable, the fact that most people speak English much better then in our surrounding countries, Brussels’
multicultural melting pot, a high standard of living and decent housing at acceptable prices, short distances between
hotspots like Ghent and Leuven, good restaurants, nice festivals; Flanders scores pretty well on all those subjects. One
thing that needs improvement is the number of international schools. And the traffic jams, they’re a real pain.”

WHATEVER YOUR FAMILY NEEDS
GMFC’s expat services are tailored to suit you
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St Paul’s British Primary School
rated “Excellent” by Penta International
St Paul’s British Primary School is celebrating their recent
School Inspection.  They were rated as ‘An excellent school,
providing an outstanding quality of Education and Care’ by
the lead inspector from Penta International. He went on to
say that the ‘Spiritual, moral, social and cultural development of the pupils is of the highest quality.  It is an important
and integral part of the local community: the parents and
the pupils are very supportive indeed of the school.’
This result means that St Paul’s remains certified as a ‘British
School Overseas’ by the Office for Standards in Education
(ofsted) in Britain and is accredited by two highly respected
organisations, the Council of British International Schools
(Cobis) and the Association of British Schools Overseas.  
“St Paul’s British Primary School is very proud of its pupils,
teachers and parents, who all make up the St Paul’s community, and who have worked tirelessly to ensure that this
wonderful school gets the recognition that it deserves!”
Head Teacher Brett Neilson tells us.
			

www.stpaulsbps.com

Relocation Services relocated!
On the 1st of October, Relocation Belgium moved into their
new headquarters in Ghent. You can find them in co-working
space Office Box at the Koning Leopold II-laan 12, near the
Ghent Sint-Pieters railway station.   All telephone numbers
and email addresses will remain the same.
		

www.relocationbelgium.com

•

•
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ISF Waterloo Daycare Facility open
The new Daycare facility from ISF Waterloo has been up and
running since December 2016. In addition ISF has entered
into a long-term lease of a building in Terverun-Vossem
which until this summer housed the Nursery and Infant
sections of St Paul’s British Primary School.
In early 2017, following decorative renovations to convert
the building to the ISF crèche standards, and upon receiving
the licensing and approval of the Flemish government
agency Kind en Gezin, the latest ISF Daycare facility will
launch with places for over 50 children aged from six weeks
to 3 years.
The crèche will operate according to the established “smart
development” model, with multiple language choices
(English, French, Dutch), scientifically proven visually
stimulating designs, and interactive play techniques.
For more information contact isfdaycare@isfwaterloo.org
		

www.isfwaterloo.org

•
Premiere Suites expands to the Netherlands
In July 2017 PREMIER SUITES PLUS Rotterdam will be
opening its doors.  The hotel serviced apartments are ideally
situated next to Rotterdam’s central train station and in the
business heart of the city.

Pascale Assémat joins St. John’s
as Enrolment & Relationship Manager
We would like to introduce Pascale Assémat as our new
Enrolment & Relationship Manager. Pascale has joined last
fall and will be your main point of contact along with Romy
Roodnat and Caroline Tailor our two Admissions Officers.  
Born in Belgrade (Serbia) from a French father and a Serbian
mother, Pascale grew up in China, Algeria, Norway, Belgium
and Ireland. After Business studies at ICHEC Business School
Brussels, she has worked for 10 years in the chemical and
construction equipment industries as an analyst. With her
international upbringing and multi-cultural mindset, Pascale
enjoys bringing together people from various horizons
and origins above all. She’s looking very much forward to
meeting you in the near future!
			

www.stjohns.be

•

PREMIER SUITES PLUS Rotterdam will have 104 one
bedroom apartments. All of these brand new apartments
are to be equipped with modern facilities, two flat screen
televisions, a lounge and dining area, a kitchenette and
luxurious Seventh Heaven beds. The property will have a
24 hours manned front office and housekeeping service is
available. In the lobby guests will find a barista-café where
they can enjoy a fresh coffee and small pastries.
“PREMIER SUITES PLUS Rotterdam is the perfect base to be
a temporary resident of this blooming city or to explore the
many attractions Rotterdam has to offer. Guests are able to
visit most of the highlights by foot, but will most certainly
benefit from the nearby public transport to get them to any
other location,” Sales Manager Wendy Croes tells us.

www.premiersuites.eu

The am&pm Relocation team has moved into the Belgian
MAP Relocations’ offices in Overijse, Brusselsesteenweg
321 last November. The newly composed family is happy to
present 2 new colleagues: Charlotte François and Chelsey
Verachtert. They are looking forward to meeting you at the
next ABRA meeting.

•

			

For more information please contact the Sales Manager of
PREMIER SUITES PLUS Rotterdam: Lisa de Bas on
+31 6 1470 1110 or sales.rotterdam@premiersuites.eu
		

am&pm joins MAP in Overijse

www.map-relocations.com
www.am-pm.be

•
RELOCATE
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NOVA Group (Altair Global) celebrates 25th anniversary Acquired by Altair Global in early 2016, NOVA Relocation Group (NOVA) celebrated its 25th anniversary in Brussels in June.
Held at the Het Koloniënpaleis – Le Palais des Colonies, it was a celebratory evening that commemorated the company’s history
and successes and Altair Global’s expanded presence in the EMEA region. “We celebrated the 25th anniversary with all of our
staff and many clients at a great event in Brussels. And with this very focused team and all of our clients, it is the perfect time
to step into the coming 25 years with Altair Global. Perfect timing for all,” said Senior Vice President, EMEA, Walter Vermeeren.

JANUARY 2017
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ABRA AGM & Member Meeting - Thursday 22nd September, 2016
The Thursday 22 September member meeting took place at ISF Waterloo IS, 280 Chaussee de Waterloo, 1640 Rhode St Genese. Belinda Yates introduced the school, after which there was a panel presentation/debate on Health Insurance for Expats by
Katrien Vanden Waeyenbergh, Partena Ziekenfonds and Filip Declercq, Expat & Co, with ABRA board member Sabine Castrique
as moderator. Put names to faces by visiting our online photo album.

RELOCATE

A Bank
that knows
Expats have
families too

Just what
Brussels needs
Brussels welcomes new expats every day. They come from EU countries
and elsewhere to start businesses, work for multinationals or join European
institutions in the capital. To help them, KBC Brussels has created specific
services and hired customer service staff to take care of everything
- from mortgages and insurance to advice on how to make their lives
even more enjoyable in this unique city. At last, a bank that really
understands expats… just what Brussels needs.
www.kbcbrussels.be
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